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Abstract—The design and measured results of a single-substrate
transceiver module suitable for 76–77-GHz pulsed-Doppler radar
applications are presented. Emphasis on ease of manufacture and
cost reduction of commercial millimeter-wave systems is employed
throughout as a design parameter. The importance of using
predictive modeling techniques in understanding the robustness
of the circuit design is stressed. Manufacturing techniques that
conform to standard high-volume assembly constraints have
been used. The packaged transceiver module, including three
waveguide ports and intermediate-frequency output, measures 20
mm 22 mm 8 mm. The circuit is implemented using discrete
GaAs/AlGaAs pseudomorphic high electron mobility transistors
(pHEMTs), GaAs Schottky diodes, and varactor diodes, as well as
GaAs p-i-n and pHEMT monolithic microwave integrated circuits
mounted on a low-cost 127- m-thick glass substrate. A novel
microstrip-to-waveguide transition is described to transform
the planar microstrip signal into the waveguide launch. The
module is integrated with a quasi-optical antenna. The measured
performance of both the component parts and the complete radar
transceiver module is described.
Index Terms—Circuit functions, consumer electronics, Doppler
radar, millimeter-wave radar, waveguide transitions.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE FIELD of radar for automotive applications and other
millimeter-wave sensors is currently attracting great interest and investment [1], although work in the field has been
going onfor many years [2]. The techniques required to provide the desired level of system performance are not new and
have formed the basis of many military applications in radar and
sensing for more than 30 years [3]. The stumbling block that has
prevented the implementation of these sophisticated systems in
commercial arenas such as the automotive industry is the disparity between the traditional cost of a millimeter-wave radar
system and the price that a consumer is willing to pay. The focus
to date, therefore, has been hardware demonstration that fulfills
the required functionality [4], [5]. Nevertheless, several operating autonomous cruise control (ACC) systems have been developed and demonstrated—often in conjunction with automotive manufacturers—and a few are now in production and commercially available, although at a premium price [1], [6]–[11].
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However, the radar systems currently available are unlikely
to meet the projected cost profile required for commercial
deployment. Since the projected demand for these systems is
millions of units per year, the problem of low-cost high-yield
manufacturing and test is a significant challenge. Recent
advances in simulation capability and resources, semiconductor manufacturing [12]–[14], and assembly techniques have
focused on solving this problem through the development of
monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) building
blocks [15]–[25]. However, the problem of device integration,
their packaging, and providing other mechanical and electrical
interfaces remains a technically challenging and potentially
costly issue that has not been adequately addressed [26], [27].
The intent of this paper is to address these issues at a fundamental level. The module design is driven equally by considerations of ease—of manufacture and cost—and functional considerations. This philosophy necessitates accurate modeling and
characterization of the circuit, including yield analysis under
process drift, manufacturing tolerance, and statistical variation.
Though a complete millimeter-wave transceiver module suitable for use in a commercial ACC radar system is described,
the philosophy underlying the design holds for other applications as well.
Section II of this paper describes some of the system constraints of ACC radar modules and their implication for mechanical and electrical design of the transceiver. This information
is used to explain the choice of the selected circuit configuration. The design and performance of the individual components
is covered in Section III. The transceiver module is integrated
with an antenna from a commercial ACC system, and the corresponding results are reported in Section IV. This paper concludes with a summary in Section V.
II. ACC RADAR SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS
The millimeter-wave components of a radar transceiver
can be broadly classified in two parts: 1) the circuit functions—signal generation, conversion, and routing—and 2) the
antenna. The challenge of making antennas that are compatible
with the requirements of the automotive industry such as
low cost, compact size, and possibly either electrically or
mechanically steered plus harsh environmental considerations,
is also attracting much attention [28], [29].
Fig. 1 shows a simplified block diagram of the complete radar
system that illustrates the interface between the millimeter-wave
module and the other required circuitry. Although the system
considered in this case is that of pulsed-Doppler radar, many
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of the technical challenges and certainly all of the manufacturing challenges are identical for other millimeter-wave radar
systems. The relative advantages and disadvantages of the different system architectures are not within the scope of this paper
and have been well covered elsewhere [3].
The millimeter-wave module consists of a signal generation
and recovery stage that interfaces with the antenna. More than
one antenna may be used in some applications, but the principle
remains the same. The interfaces between the millimeter-wave
module and the control and digital-signal-processing (DSP) circuitry are at relatively low intermediate frequency (IF) or baseband frequencies. The choice of configuration of the signal generation and recovery circuitry can be made by considering the
following issues.

low-frequency oscillator can provide noise reduction, though at
a considerable expense [43], [44].
In addition to the phase-noise issues of MMIC -band oscillators, the temperature stability of the oscillators is also relatively poor [45] and requires compensation. This has performance implications for both pulsed and FMCW systems in addition to the legal requirement to operate within a defined band
of the frequency spectrum. The ability of FMCW radar systems
to identify range and discriminate between targets is a direct
function of the tuning linearity of the oscillator, which varies as
a function of temperature. The temperature stability of an oscillator can be greatly improved by using a lower frequency source
combined with a frequency multiplier [46]. The buffering that
this technique provides between the oscillator and the antenna
also helps to reduce frequency pulling. As the antenna beam is
scanned, changes in the load impedance due to the proximity of
other vehicles causes frequency pulling of the source. Although
the use of a buffer amplifier at -band to increase the output
power of the oscillator helps in reducing this effect, the isolation
it provides may be less than that available from a frequency multiplier and amplifier. Additional considerations are the relative
availability and cost of these devices. In addition, the increased
resonator at lower frequencies also makes the oscillator less
susceptible to frequency pulling.
The advantages for manufacturing in producing lower frequency signal generation include greater tolerance of manufacturing error, lower cost materials and semiconductors (including
discrete devices), and the large experience base of high-volume
assembly techniques at these frequencies.

A. Performance Issues of Using MMICs as Frequency Sources
and the Advantages of Low-Frequency Signal Generation

B. Optimum System Architecture for Cost and
Ease-of-Manufacturing Reasons

Traditionally, millimeter-wave signal generation has relied
on circuits using transferred electron devices (TEDs) and other
two-terminal devices; these form the basis of some of the ACC
systems available today. Although TEDs can generate significant amounts of power, and their low-flicker noise characteristic results in low-phase-noise sources, the assembly and alignment cost of cavity-based oscillators tends to make them expensive. Furthermore, their poor conversion efficiency ( 2%) and
physical device structure makes the implementation of planar
TED-based oscillators a challenge for electrical and thermal
reasons [30], [31]. Although several authors have attempted to
minimize the complexity and, therefore, the part count of the
millimeter-wave circuitry by fundamental signal generation at
76 GHz using MMICs [32]–[38], there are compelling performance and manufacturing reasons to generate power with oscillators operating at lower frequencies. This necessitates some
form of upconversion to realize the -band signal.
From a performance consideration, it is easier to generate
low-phase-noise oscillators at lower frequencies [39], [40].
Phase noise is an important parameter in both frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) and pulsed radar systems—in
the former because of the homodyne detection architecture
and in the latter due to the requirements on pulse-to-pulse
-band
stability [3], [41]. Reducing the phase noise of the
structures such as a dielectric resonator
source using high
is very difficult [42]. Phase-locking the source to a stable

The precise system architecture needed to address a specific
performance requirement is flexible. Given this fact, the subsequent choice of the circuitry when designing for commercial applications should be made predominantly for material cost and
ease-of-manufacturing reasons.
The impetus to use MMICs in automotive applications arises
from seeing the effect that high-volume markets have had upon
the associated pricing on GaAs technologies at lower frequencies due to the expansion of the wireless market [47]. The presence of a high-volume consumer application coupled with competing technologies such as Si or SiGe forced the cost reduction
of GaAs IC-based products. This was achieved by a combination
of increasing yield, increasing wafer sizes to first 100 mm and
now 150 mm, and introducing automated test techniques that
were already well established for lower frequency products. The
situation is quite different for the millimeter-wave arena, and
although cost reduction is predicted [48], the rate of progress
is not compatible with that desired by the automotive industry
[49]. Aside from the high volume required to reduce pricing,
there are several technical reasons that must be considered in
selecting the appropriate circuit configuration and technology.
Process requirements for millimeter-wave devices are more
exacting than they are for wireless applications. Raffaelli reviewed the available technologies suitable for automotive radar
applications and concluded that there were two principal options, both of which have their drawbacks [50]. Metal–semicon-

Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram of a pulsed-Doppler radar system.
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ductor field-effect transistor (MESFET) devices with a 0.25- m
gate length cannot be effectively used above 38 GHz, while
pseudomorphic high electron mobility transistor (pHEMT) devices capable of operating at 77 GHz have two issues: they require a short gate length ( 0.2 m) that cannot be defined optically and are principally InP based. InP devices potentially
offer better performance for amplifiers at -band due to their
increased mobility when compared with GaAs. Available devices are still largely from 3-in processes, although the move to
100-mm wafers is slowly happening. Yield is also a cost driver
for these devices, with a high yield design at -band defined
as being 50% [51]. The first of these issues has been recognized as a cost driver by Wethof et al. [52], who have demonstrated a -band amplifier based on 0.25- m GaAs HEMTs,
although the 1-dB compression point of the amplifier was only
9 dBm. A study by Morenc [53], similar to that of Raffaelli,
concluded that the way to realize the circuitry required for automotive radar at the lowest cost was to generate the signal at
as low a frequency as possible—using discrete devices where
appropriate—and multiply the signal up to -band.
The second area where -band monolithic and planar circuits cannot utilize the advances made by the burgeoning wireless market is packaging and interconnects. This problem—at
least of the same importance as that of device selection and circuit configuration—has been relatively neglected. Regardless of
the devices and circuit used to generate and control the 77-GHz
signal, the problem of connecting devices with each other and
providing electrical and mechanical interfaces to the antenna
and control circuitry is a significant challenge. This was recognized by Takahashi et al. [54], who demonstrated a 30-GHz
receiver front end by mounting active devices on a low-loss benzocyclobutene (BCB) dielectric substrate on an Si carrier. All
of the interconnects were made using this dielectric substrate.
Discrete devices rather than MMICs were used to minimize the
area of expensive heterostructure substrates. The importance of
small chip size, low-cost packaging, and interconnects for automotive radar has more recently been stressed by Kondoh et al.
[26], who mounted an MMIC chip-set on an “interconnection
sheet” comprising of a dielectric substrate that also formed the
reverse side of a planar antenna structure.
We can, therefore, draw some broad conclusions about the
way that the millimeter-wave module should be realized. Using
discrete devices where possible should minimize the area of
the semiconductors; circuit functionality should be realized at
a lower frequency where practical; and the selected medium
should be compatible with standard manufacturing techniques
and procedures. Increased signal loss at high frequency plus the
increased difficulty and cost of manufacture requires that, ideally, the millimeter-wave signal be generated as close to the antenna as possible and that the receive signal be downconverted
and recovered in a similar fashion. Lastly, each element in the
circuit chain should be tolerant of the effects of typical manufacturing tolerance and process variation.
III. DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF MODULE COMPONENTS
This paper uses the principles outlined above to design a
single low-cost millimeter-wave module that is entirely com-

Fig. 2. Circuitry within the signal generation and recovery module showing
the required interfaces.

patible with standard high-volume manufacturing practice. To
minimize the area of expensive semiconductor material, discrete
devices are used where possible. These devices are mounted in
both a conventional upright fashion and flip-chip where appropriate. The selected circuit configuration is illustrated in Fig. 2
and emphasizes the practice of realizing the source at a relatively low frequency and multiplying to generate the -band
signal. The entire circuit is contained within a low-cost package
whose interfaces with the other components of the radar system
consist of dc supply lines, the IF signal output, and three waveguide ports that feed the antenna. Following the principle that
the millimeter-wave signal should be generated and the received
signal recovered as close to the antenna as possible, the module
is designed to mount directly behind the radio-frequency (RF)
ground plane of the antenna, thus minimizing the length of the
waveguide feeds. A schematic diagram indicating the mounting
method is shown in Fig. 3 [55]. The drop-in interface between
the millimeter-wave module and the antenna allows the module
to be independently tested and its performance characterized.
The novel package technique described later in Section III allows for easy interchange and replacement of the module during
production testing. This combination of low material cost, compliance to standard manufacturing techniques, and ease of integration and test describes a design approach that results in potentially low-cost products.
A. Overview—System and Circuit Architecture
The ACC system uses a switched three-beam pulsed-Doppler
radar operating at 76–77 GHz. Fig. 2 illustrates the module
block diagram employed. The output from a voltage controlled
dielectric resonator oscillator (DRO) at 19 GHz is amplified
and multiplied to 38 GHz. The DRO, amplifier, and multiplier
are based on upright bonded discrete pHEMTs and flip-chip
mounted varactor diodes. The 38 GHz signal is then further multiplied and amplified to provide an output signal at 76 GHz. In
this example, the second multiplier stage was realized using a
commercially available MMIC [15] for reasons of expediency in
proof-of-concept. There are further cost advantages to be gained
in replacing this MMIC with a 38-GHz amplifier and a second
passive multiplication stage.
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Fig. 4. Cross-section of GMIC showing available passive features.

Fig. 3. Exploded diagram illustrating the module/antenna interface and
assembly. The millimeter-wave module is mounted as a drop-in component on
the radar control board.

When the module is in transmit mode (TX), the 76-GHz
signal is directed via the GaAs p-i-n diode switch MMIC to
one of three antenna feeds providing azimuth object detection
[56]. In receive mode (RX), the DRO is electronically tuned
to an appropriate IF offset and the multiplied output switched
to the local oscillator (LO) arm of the mixer. The return signal
received by the antenna is then heterodyne mixed with the LO
and the IF recovered.
The radar transceiver is realized by mounting discrete active devices and MMICs onto a glass substrate. Semiconductor
devices are mounted by flip-chip attach for the varactor and
Schottky diodes, and with normal and compensated wire-bond
interconnects [57] for the pHEMTs and MMICs. The glass substrate is made using M/A-COM’s proprietary passive glass microwave integrated circuit (GMIC) process [58], [59]. Silicon
and glass are combined to create a low-cost circuit medium that
has attractive properties for millimeter-wave design. Fig. 4 illustrates a cross-section of a typical GMIC circuit with some
representative available features.
The monolithic nature of the technology allows for
automated batch processing with the ability to integrate photolithography defined passive components—spiral inductors,
metal–insulator–metal and interdigital capacitors, and thin-film
resistors—with external active devices. In addition, the islands
of Si embedded in the glass substrate provide both RF and dc
ground returns as well as thermal heatsinks for the external
devices and ICs. The glass provides electrical isolation, me), and low
chanical support, low dielectric constant (
at 10 GHz). The rigid substrate
loss tangent (
and the relatively thick Au metallization ( 4 m) are also ideal
for die attach and wire bonds.
In this instance, the substrate contains low-loss transmission
lines and biasing networks as well as provides a low-loss microstrip to waveguide interface by means of a special mode
transducer and launch network described in Section III. Mi-

Fig. 5. The complete 76–77-GHz transceiver module as realized using a glass
(GMIC) substrate.

crostrip, coplanar waveguide (CPW), lumped and distributed
circuit elements, and isolating RF ground shields can and have
been utilized wherever appropriate for the circuit design. All
wire-bond interconnects are designed to be implemented with
standard 25- m diameter ball-bonds. A photograph of the complete transceiver module is shown in Fig. 5. The substrate measures 10.16 mm wide by 16.76 mm long.
The glass substrate is mounted on a metal header that performs two functions. First, the header provides an RF ground
plane and thermal heatsink for the devices mounted on the top
surface of the substrate. Secondly, to facilitate assembly, handling, and test, the millimeter-wave module is required to be a
self-contained unit. One of the key challenges in designing a
drop-in module is how to devise the millimeter-wave connection at the module and antenna interface such that it meets both
functional and assembly requirements. The circuitry is assembled on a planar substrate, yet a robust high-frequency interface
between the circuit and the antenna is required. This can be accomplished with a microstrip-to-waveguide transition, as shown
in Fig. 6.
The header thus forms the package base and also the mounting
surface for the three waveguide feeds. The millimeter-wave
interface between the transceiver module and the waveguide
feeds is a tapered waveguide channel fed from a patented
microstrip-to-waveguide mode transition on the front side of the
glass substrate [60]. The waveguide feeds directly illuminate
the antenna by mounting the module on the reverse side of the
antenna ground plane. The feeds are captured in a tapered slot
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Fig. 6. Schematic cross-section through the glass substrate and the metal
header showing how the drop-in package realizes the millimeter-wave
waveguide interface with the antenna (drawing not to scale).

in the mounting plate by virtue of an interference fit. Other
self-locating features allow rapid and repeatable installation and
replacement of the module. These locators position the waveguide ports for proper antenna illumination. Careful attention
to tolerance and plate thickness ensures that the antenna and the
module share a continuous RF ground plane.

Fig. 7. Photograph of the millimeter-wave module mounted on a test board
showing mounting technique with spring clip and flex cables.

B. Module Package
1) Package Features and Interface Description: The
millimeter-wave module requires a package that provides
a low-cost rugged enclosure for environmental protection,
has efficient waveguide ports for antenna illumination, and
has a simple yet repeatable installation technique into the
radar assembly to facilitate test and handling. Metal injection
molding (MIM) technology was chosen for the fabrication
of the package base and cover to satisfy the requirements for
precision details and low cost in production volumes. MIM
technology is particularly attractive for small metal parts that
have fine details or complex geometry. The millimeter-wave
module is then installed into the radar assembly or into a test
fixture and retained in position using a spring clip and two flex
cable connectors, as shown in Fig. 7 [55]. The spring clip allows
for repeatable insertion and removal of the module without
the need for solder attachment. The flexible cables insert into
zero-insertion-force connectors. These cables provide both the
dc and control lines for the module circuitry but also feed the
recovered IF signal to the DSP.
2) Package Assembly Details: The glass substrate is
mounted on the package base using a low modulus epoxy to
compensate for the differing thermal coefficients of expansion
between the glass substrate and the metal composition of the
package. The dc and IF input and output lines are connected to
the flex-circuit interconnect medium using standard wire-bond
methods. The MIM cover includes a shield septum that defines
the DRO cavity. These features are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
The cover is epoxy-sealed to the package base. The spring clip
provides the pressure needed ( 0.4 mPa) to seat the package
in the antenna waveguide port properly as well as to ensure
a consistent thermal contact to the mounting plate supporting
the radar assembly. The four latching fingers of the installed
spring clip securely grip the support plate, and removal is
achieved by squeezing the spring clip to release these latching

Fig. 8. Drawing of the interface between the module waveguide ports and the
antenna RF ground plane as seen from the antenna.

fingers. A photograph of the module with the cover removed
is shown in Fig. 10 and illustrates the interconnection between
the flex-ribbon connector and the glass circuit.
C. Module Circuit Components—Specifications, Design, and
Measured Performance
For brevity, the following details regarding the design, modeling, and measured performance of the individual circuit components are restricted to the more salient points and a summary of
the measured performance. Comments regarding manufacturing
issues and relevant references are given where appropriate.
The target specification for each of the components was necessarily derived by consideration of the system-level specification. However, the specified operating bounds of each of these
component level circuits also need to compensate for the variation of the other circuits in the module. For example, the specification for input and output return loss, and conversion loss of
the 19–38 GHz passive multiplier, need to be considered as a
function of how the available input power varies as a function
of manufacturing tolerance and process variation, plus dynamic
considerations like ambient temperature. To ensure a robust design that not only meets performance specifications but also results in a high manufacturing yield ( 90%), it is necessary to
perform either Monte Carlo or sensitivity analysis—where possible—on each of the circuit designs to ensure that these performance bounds are met.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE KEY OSCILLATOR CHARACTERISTICS AND SIMULATION
INFORMATION

Fig. 9. Exploded drawing illustrating the assembly of the package to form the
complete millimeter-wave module (from above and below).

Fig. 10. Photograph of the glass circuit mounted on the module base
illustrating the flex-circuit interconnections.

1) 19-GHz DRO and Buffer Amplifier: The oscillator uses
the series-feedback or reflection-mode configuration. The dielectric resonator is coupled to a 50- transmission line connected to the gate terminal. This arrangement helps to isolate
the oscillator frequency further from frequency-pulling effects
caused by changes in the antenna load impedance. The frequency of the oscillator is varied by adjusting the reverse-bias
voltage of a varactor diode, which is used as an impedancetransformation or phase-shift element between the resonator and
the pHEMT [61]–[63]. This configuration has the following advantages.
1) The position of the diode in the transmission line can be
optimized to maximize the tuning range.
2) The problem of modeling the oscillator is greatly simplified.
3) The tolerance to manufacturing error is reduced.
4) The manufacturing process itself is extremely simple.
For these reasons, this technique is applicable for high-volume
applications. The active device used for both the 19-GHz oscillator and the single-ended buffer amplifier is a discrete GaAs

pHEMT. All wire-bonds are standard 25- m ball-bonds as typically available from a high-speed automated bonding machine.
The key oscillator characteristics, with details on circuit models
and modeling techniques used in the design, are summarized in
Table I.
The purpose of the 19-GHz buffer amplifier is twofold: 1)
to provide a better defined output impedance for the oscillator—close to 50 —rather than the sensitive input match of
the frequency doubler and 2) to drive the frequency doubler
with a constant RF signal level over temperature to minimize
power variation within the module. The specified operation of
the oscillator and amplifier are summarized in Table II along
with their measured performance. The figures for both the
specification and the measured results are applicable over the
temperature range 40 to 85 C unless otherwise specified.
A plot of the output power and frequency of the cascaded
oscillator and amplifier as a function of ambient temperature
is shown in Fig. 11.
The output power changes a little more than 1 dB over the
entire temperature range, a virtue of the amplifier’s operating in
compression. The oscillator frequency can be varied by approximately 100 MHz at 19 GHz, translating to 400-MHz coverage
in the 76-GHz band. The output power from the circuit is essentially flat as a function of frequency. This allows the source to
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE MEASURED RESULTS FOR THE 19-GHz OSCILLATOR AND
AMPLIFIER BUFFER STAGE WITH THE REQUIRED SPECIFICATION

Fig. 12. Measured switching speed of the oscillator for a step change in the
input tune-bias voltage.

Fig. 11. Measured output power and frequency of the oscillator/amplifier as a
function of temperature ( 40 to 85 C).

0

+

step between the transmit and receive frequencies determined by
the IF bandwidth, plus have sufficient margin to cover sources
of error such as temperature drift, frequency pulling, and aging,
and still drive the passive doubler stage with near constant input
power.
The switching speed of the 19-GHz oscillator was measured
using the conventional technique of splitting the oscillator
output and driving a frequency discriminator. The output of the

discriminator is observed on an oscilloscope and compared with
a reference trigger pulse from a pulse generator. The voltage
step of the pulse generator is elected to represent the typical
change in frequency required for the source to switch between
the Tx and Rx (LO) frequency. The measured discriminator
output is shown with the drive pulse in Fig. 12. The dc (10%)
to RF (90%) switching speed is 4 nS.
2) 19–38 GHz Passive Frequency Doublers: The design of
varactor-diode frequency doublers requires detailed and often
complex synthesis methods owing to the sensitivity of the varactor diode to other circuit parameters [69]–[72] Although lossless reactive doublers have a theoretical efficiency of 100%,
the losses in the diode, the harmonic losses, and the losses in
the matching circuits reduce the values achievable in practice.
Table III summarizes the modeling techniques used for the electrical design of the frequency multiplier, although thermal considerations due to power dissipation in the diode junction are
also important, as they restrict the maximum drive level of the
doubler. These considerations arise in part due to the flip-chip
diode attach but also due to the series circuit configuration and
lack of direct thermal ground return.
4 stubs at both the anode and
In the series configuration,
cathode of the diode are used to separate the input and output
networks of the frequency doubler. The shunt-stubs transform
the doubler design into the design of input and output impedance
matching circuits that match the impedance of the varactor diode
at the input and output frequency, respectively. Table IV compares the specification design goals with measured results from
the doubler. Note that the measured results with the exception
of fundamental rejection were measured over the temperature
range 40 to 120 C.
Information as to how the performance of the doubler will
vary as a function of device parameters is required for assessing
the selection of a die known to be good and, consequently, for
yield for high-volume production. This was obtained for the passive doubler design by the generation of surface plots using conventional sensitivity analysis that illustrates, for example, the
variance of the output power of the 19–38 GHz doubler with
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TABLE IV
AND

respect to the intrinsic diode parameters and package parasitic
components. The surface plots not only indicate how well the
design is centered with respect to variations in the important
design variables but also extend to the selection or screening of
appropriate diodes in the manufacturing process.
3) Millimeter-Wave Bond-Wire Interconnects: There is a
common misconception that long bond-wire interconnects may
not be used at millimeter-wave frequencies because of their high
series inductance, resulting in poor return loss [73]–[75]. However, the alternative to bond-wire interconnections—flip-chip
die attach—is not straightforward for large devices. While
flip-chip attachment of discrete devices is relatively simple
(so long as package parasitic components are properly accounted for), the flip-chip attachment of large MMICs and
devices is fraught with material and mechanical attachment
problems. It is extremely advantageous, therefore, because
of both production and reliability considerations, to mount
MMICs in a conventional manner and to use wire-bonds to
interconnect the MMICs with the circuit substrate—assuming
that a method that minimizes the bond-wire interconnect loss
at millimeter-wave frequencies can be identified. One of the
difficulties in accounting for the behavior of bond-wires is
uncertainty of the equivalent circuit model at high frequencies
[76], which varies with the number of bond-wires, bond-wire
length, and diameter, plus the specific profile of the transition.
Fig. 13 shows a side view of the bond-wire interconnect between an MMIC chip and the GMIC substrate for this work. Automated ball-bonding machines used in high-volume manufacturing are capable of producing bond-wires of a particular pro-

COMPARISON

OF THE DESIGN SPECIFICATION WITH THE
RESULTS FOR THE 19–38-GHz DOUBLER

MEASURED

Fig. 13. Side profile of a 25-m ball wire-bond connection to an upright
mounted MMIC. The dimensions reflect the typical wire-bond and MMIC
mounting profile compatible with automated manufacturing equipment.

file both accurately and repeatedly. This is reassuring to the millimeter-wave circuit designer who, after designing a compensation network for a particular profile of bond-wire, can be confident that the tolerance on the dimensions of the bond-wire profile will be tightly held during manufacture. The caveat is that
predictability is bought at the expense of a minimum bond-wire
length, typically between 380 and 430 m, which is long for
millimeter-wave design. By treating bond-wire interconnects as
a five-stage filter problem instead of as a single inductor that
continually degrades RF performance [57], this problem can be
solved.
The performance referenced in Table V is for a bond-wire
length of 430 m. This length is typical of a controlled
bond-wire available with standard automated bonding machines. The interconnect referenced in [57] is specifically a
glass-to-glass transition. Although a glass–GaAs interconnect
has not been measured, similar performance may be expected,
as the interconnect was designed to provide the same filter
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TABLE V
SUMMARY OF THE OPERATION OF BOND-WIRE INTERCONNECTS AT 77 GHz
WHEN USED AS PART OF A FILTER STRUCTURE

Fig. 15. Uncorrected insertion loss measurements for the Tx to antenna and
Tx/LO paths of the switch. Also shown is the estimated fixture loss.

Fig. 14.

Required functionality of the switch within the pulsed-Doppler radar.

response. This approach enables the use of upright wire-bonded
MMICs for 76-GHz applications using existing production
equipment and does not require costly development of flip-chip
MMIC processes.
4) 76-GHz Reflective P-I-N Switch MMIC: Perhaps the essential requirement for a pulsed-Doppler radar system at 77
GHz is the ability to provide very fast switching—less than 5
nS—from transmit to receive functions to ensure good nearrange performance of the radar [56]. The MMIC switch also allows the antenna beams to be electronically steered, eliminating
the need for multiple sources or mechanical antennas.
The GaAs p-i-n MMIC discussed in [56] was redesigned to
improve switch isolation and insertion loss. Additional dc probe
points are added to check the electrical continuity of the air
bridges of each of the switch elements. Also, RF probe pads on
each port allow each switch to be electrically screened to provide known good RF die. Fig. 14 illustrates the required functionality of the switch within the radar architecture.
The transmit pulse from the source is directed toward one of
the three antenna ports. In transmit mode, the first two switch
junctions are biased to direct the signal pulse (TX) toward the
antenna. The transmit pulse is at a frequency . After the pulse
has been transmitted, the frequency of the source is changed
, where
represents the IF frequency of
to
the heterodyne-recovered signal. The TX/LO switch is now set
acts as the LO drive
to the LO setting so that the source at
for the signal recovery mixer. The TX/RX switch is changed to
the RX setting so that the received signal is directed from the
antenna and into the RX port of the mixer. The IF signal is then
recovered and the information extracted. Information regarding

the switching speed of the p-i-n devices used in this MMIC may
be found in [56].
A thru-reflect-line (TRL) calibration was used to extract the
-parameters of the diode junction using a single-diode switch
as a test vehicle. This was performed with the diode biased in
the reflective state (10-mA bias current) and in the transmission
state (0-V bias voltage). On-wafer measurements of a singlepole/single-throw (SPST) switch demonstrated 0.8-dB insertion
loss (including the transmission line) with an isolation of 26
dB. The worst case isolation of the single-diode switch over
the temperature interval 40 to 105 C is 23 dB at 77 GHz.
This performance is comparable to or better than other devices
reported in the literature [77]–[80].
Full -parameters were measured for the switch MMIC from
75 to 110 GHz. Fig. 15 displays the uncorrected insertion-loss
values measured from 75 to 95 GHz. Since the frequency response of the microstrip-to-waveguide transition is not known,
the values presented include any frequency response due to this
transition and the fixture itself. The estimated insertion loss of
the switch from this measurement is approximately 3 0.5 dB
between the TX port and each of the three antennas at 76 GHz.
The TX to LO path insertion loss is lower, as would be expected,
and is approximately 1 0.5 dB at 76 GHz. The TX to antenna
path contains three switches for a total insertion loss of 2.4 dB.
Adding in GaAs microstrip line losses on the MMIC brings the
estimated loss very close to the measured values from the test
fixture.
Fig. 16 displays the calibrated isolation values of each antenna under various bias states from 75 to 78 GHz. The switch
provides isolation between the antenna ports of better than 23
dB at 76 GHz, regardless of the state of the switch. The final
set of measurements used to characterize the switch is that of
the LO-to-antenna isolation, shown in Fig. 17. The fixture measurements suggest that the LO-to-antenna isolation is approximately 19–24 dB for the MMIC.
5) 76-GHz Hybrid (Rat-Race) Mixer: The IF bandwidth of
the pulsed-Doppler system represents an extremely small percentage of the operating frequency—about 0.25%—indicating
that the RF and LO frequencies are almost identical. A rat-race
mixer is, therefore, an ideal choice for this application, as it provides RF-LO isolation. Additionally, it was found in modeling
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Fig. 16.

Calibrated isolation between antenna ports under various conditions.

Fig. 17. LO isolation with respect to various states of the MMIC over the
frequency range 75–78 GHz.

the design that matching circuits for the diodes were not required under the applicable bias. The mixer could be realized
within a small area using two discrete Schottky diodes offering
low-cost potential. Details of the diode model and the 76-GHz
mixer design are described in [81]. Fig. 18 shows a photograph
of the mixer test circuit used to measure the conversion loss as a
function of LO input power. The Schottky diodes were flip-chip
mounted and attached with conductive silver-loaded epoxy.
The measured conversion loss of the mixer was found to be
6 dB for an LO drive level of 7 to 14 dBm [81]. This was
measured with an RF drive level of 9.42 dBm and an RF-LO
separation (IF bandwidth) equal to 180 MHz.
6) Microstrip-to-Waveguide Transition: A key element in
maintaining a compact easy-to-manufacture low-cost package
for this module is the realization of an MMIC-compatible microstrip-to-waveguide transition. Ideally, the transition should
be easily integrated into the package, provide an efficient
conversion from the low-impedance (50 ) microstrip environment to the higher impedance of waveguide, and be immune
to typical dimensional and manufacturing tolerance variations.
Another factor that may be considered desirable for harsh
operating environments found in automotive applications is the
ability for the transition to be made hermetic, thus rendering the
circuitry feeding the waveguide port impermeable to moisture
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Fig. 18. The 76–77-GHz GMIC balanced mixer with flipped discrete Schottky
diodes.

and other pollutants. In addition to the electrical requirements
for the transition, there are several additional considerations
pertaining to manufacturing and cost issues. The transition
design is required to be insensitive to manufacturing tolerance
for three reasons. First, alignment and tuning for specified
performance by hand can be expensive, or at the very least
time-consuming. Secondly, if the transition does not require
tuning, the part count, and hence the cost, is usually reduced.
Lastly, adding tuning compensation may render the manufacture and assembly of the part cumbersome and impractical for
volume manufacturing.
As a result of the growing demand to find a low-cost transition between conventional planar circuitry and waveguide, the
subject has attracted increasing interest. This has resulted in several techniques that have recently been reported in the literature
[82]–[87], although none of the published techniques is wholly
applicable for some of the design constraints of this specific application.
While keeping the constraints, requirements, and solutions
in the literature in mind, we have developed a novel solution
to this problem [60], [88].The transition that was conceived for
this product development comprises a mode transformer to convert the transverse or, in the case of microstrip, quasi-transverse
electric mode signal carried by the planar transmission line to a
waveguide mode signal.
Fig. 19 illustrates the composition of the impedancematching structure within the transition. The 127- m glass
substrate has full metallization on its reverse side with the exception of a patterned area immediately below the rectangular
mode launch. This forms a window in the reverse side of the
glass substrate that allows transmission of the electromagnetic
wave into the waveguide impedance transformer. A photograph
of the upper and lower sides of the glass substrate showing
the three waveguide transitions and the three windows in the
reverse side of the substrate is shown in Fig. 20. The lateral
offset in distance between the three antenna launches on the
upper side of the substrate allows for Si pedestals to be placed
around each launch. The photograph of the reverse side of
the substrate shows the etched glass “windows” in the ground
plane of the substrate. A section through the glass substrate
indicating how this window aligns with the MIM carrier is
shown in Fig. 21.
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Fig. 19. Microstrip-to-waveguide transition using a mode converter and a
waveguide impedance transformer.

Fig. 21. Cross-section through the microstrip-to-waveguide transition
illustrating the stepped impedance transition.

Fig. 22. Photograph of the glass-based mode converter used to transform the
microstrip input to a waveguide mode in the substrate.

Fig. 20. Photograph of the three waveguide antenna launches from the front
and rear sides of the glass substrate.

The mode converter or transducer—shown in detail in
Fig. 22—transforms the quasi-transverse electromagnetic
mode of the signal on the microstrip input transmission line
into a parallel-plate waveguide mode in the glass substrate
before continuing into several stepped impedance transformation sections of conventional rectangular waveguide. Because
the carrier is metal, the walls that bound the dimensions of
the first recessed portion are electrically conductive, thus
forming the section of parallel-plate waveguide below the
substrate. The combination of the mode transducer with several
stages of impedance transformation as described results in a
well-matched broadband transition. Furthermore, the dimensions and length of the impedance-matching sections are all
compatible with the accuracy available from the MIM process
used to manufacture the circuit carrier. As the carrier also
forms the base of the module package, the stepped waveguide
output transition is inexpensive to manufacture, and the transition between the planar transmission line and the waveguide
output ports results in a low-cost millimeter-wave interface

Fig. 23. Field structure for the mode transducer at the microstrip to waveguide
interface and for the output waveguide as calculated using a finite-element
analysis based field solver.

between the module and the antenna. The relative dimensions
for the impedance matching sections were calculated using a
finite-element analysis-based field solver in tandem with an
optimization engine.
A plot of the calculated field structure for the mode transducer and the output waveguide is shown in Fig. 23. Varying
the physical parameters within the simulation indicated that the
operation of the transition would be relatively insensitive to typical variations in the dimensions of the MIM manufactured car-
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Fig. 24. Measured return loss of the microstrip-to-waveguide transition. The
different responses are obtained as the registration between the substrate. The
MIM carrier is varied by an offset of 100 m from the nominal placement
position.

6

Fig. 25. Schematic diagram of the interface between the millimeter-wave
module and the quasioptical antenna. The module is mounted on the reverse
side of the antenna ground plane with the waveguide feeds forming a common
RF ground.

rier and stepped-impedance transition. In addition, photolithography ensures that the variation in the line width and spacing of
the mode transducer will be small. The principal source of variation in the manufacturing process is, therefore, the accuracy of
registration and alignment of the glass substrate on the MIM carrier. The effect of this misalignment is most critical in the lateral
direction ( -direction in Fig. 20). High-speed automated manufacturing equipment is capable of placing the substrate onto the
carrier with an accuracy of better than 100 m (i.e., 50 m)
in both and directions.
To ascertain both the performance of the transition and its sensitivity to manufacturing tolerance, the return loss of the transition was measured in situ on the MIM carrier with the rectangular waveguide output terminated in RF absorber. The return loss of the transition was measured for substrates that had
been misplaced by up to 200 m (i.e., 100 m) in the -direction. The increase in positional error was selected to allow
for potential error in placement plus some postplacement variation in the substrate position due to effects such as epoxy creep.
The results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 24. The
transition return loss was measured at the microstrip input to
the mode transducer using a CPW probe. The return loss of the
transition may be seen to be better than 20 dB over the interval
74–80 GHz, even with a misalignment between the glass substrate and the recess in the carrier of up to 200 m. The worst
case return loss at 77 GHz was measured to be better than 21 dB.
This performance represents a microstrip-to-waveguide transition that is better than many other complex transitions reported
in the literature. Furthermore, the performance of the transition
is robust and tolerant of typical manufacturing errors due to automated assembly equipment, and is thus ideal for low-cost millimeter-wave products.

Fig. 26. Antenna transmit patterns for the module/antenna combination along
the azimuth axis.

IV. MEASUREMENT OF THE INTEGRATED MODULE
The -band characteristics of the module are measured by
integrating the module with an antenna. One of the design parameters of the module was to minimize the millimeter-wave interface length to reduce signal loss and mechanical complexity.
This was achieved by designing the module to mount directly

on the reverse side of an antenna ground plane and radiate directly into the input ports of the antenna. The antenna used
for this demonstration was a quasi-optical lens-based design as
currently used on commercially available ACC systems [89],
[90]. The module waveguide ports illuminate a parabolic transreflector on the inner surface of the lens that either reflects or
transmits the millimeter-wave signal depending upon the specific polarization. The reflected energy is then repolarized by a
microstrip “twist-circuit” on the antenna ground plane to form a
collimated beam; that is then transmitted. This process is shown
schematically in Fig. 25. The antenna assembly and interface
between the module and the antenna is shown in Fig. 3.
The printed circuit board (PCB) would ordinarily be used for
the module drive circuitry plus the IF detection chain and DSP
functions in an actual radar. However, for the purposes of testing
the millimeter-wave functionality, the PCB contains only bias
circuitry for the RF functions. The IF output from the module
is connected to a surface-mount coaxial connector mounted on
the PCB. It is not possible to do system-level measurements,
therefore, but functions such as antenna patterns (TX and RX),
LO leakage, and frequency pulling due to beam steering may be
measured.
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TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF SOME MEASURED PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
MILLIMETER-WAVE MODULE

REFERENCES
OF THE

Azimuth transmit patterns for the antenna are shown in
Fig. 26. The three beams are approximately 3 wide with a 3
separation. Sidelobe interference for each of the three beams
may be seen to be 15 dBc. Patterns for the azimuth receive
function are substantially similar. These measured results are
in accordance with expected results and are compatible with
required system performance. Some additional measurements
that confirm the correct operation of the module when integrated with an antenna are given in Table VI.
V. SUMMARY
A compact, complete transceiver module suitable for millimeter-wave (77 GHz) vehicular radar applications has been
described. All of the materials and assembly techniques used
in the design are compatible with the low-cost objectives that
the commercial millimeter-wave industry requires. At the component level, improved performance in millimeter-wave switch
networks, and a new low-loss compact process- and assemblytolerant microstrip-to-waveguide transition have been shown.
The measured results of each component have been presented,
along with a discussion of their sensitivity to manufacturing
variation. The operation of the module and the proof-of-concept
of the integrated assembly technique have been demonstrated by
the ability to measure antenna patterns that meet the system requirements.
It is appreciated that each application for millimeter-wave
consumer systems will probably require very different levels of
system operation. However, the issues of mechanical and electrical interfaces, compliance with standard high-volume manufacturing techniques, and pressures of aggressive pricing will
be common enough that the principles and methodology used in
designing this radar module will be relevant.
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